
Project of Advanced Research Workshops,

MULTIFERROICS and MULTIFUNCTIONAL MATERIALS (M3-Natal)

International Institute for Physics,
Federal University of Rio Grande do Norte , Natal, Brazil

Directors:

Prof. Igor A. Lukyanchuk (University of Picardy, France)
Prof. José Antonio Eiras (Sao Carlos, Brazil)

Proposed directors organized in 2009 in IIP-Natal the Adwanced Research Workshop "Physcis of Computer
Technologies: PhysCompTech" with 60 Participants from 10 countries. They have the large experience of
organization of scientific events, known to ferroelectrics community. J. A. Eiras was the chairman of the
11th International Meeting on Ferroelectrics in Foz d'Iguacu in 2005 (the most representative Ferroelectric
meeting). I. Lukyanchuk is the regular organizer of the bianual Mediterranean Symposium on Electronic
Materials. He also orginized the UNESCO school for young reserachers and NATO Advanced Workshop on
materials for application in electronics and security.

Tentative data: March-April 2012, Duration: 1 week

Beginning of the semester for Brazil. easy to arrange participation if programm 5-6 months in advance. The
exact date will be adjusted after the consulation with foreigner participants; Easter vacation 2012 - around
8 of April, check no intersection with APS, IMRS, IMF meetings etc.

The total number of key-speakers would be of the order of 30-40 persons, including
substantial amount of Brazilian lecturers (see list of speakers)
The total number of participants: 60-70 persons, including students

Tentative schedule: 5 days: Monday-Friday (check compatibility with Intl. flights to
Natal). One-week format is the optimal to have the maximum participants for the whole
period, but the exact data and conditions should be known well in advance! Lectures 1h / 45
min /30min: 4 at the morning and 4 at the afternoon, Poster session for studends and
young post-docs, One day (Tusday or Thursday) - Porto Mini Symposium. Wednesday pm -
Social events.

Justification of the meeting

• current situation to the physics audience

The characteristic feature of the XXI century condensed-matter physics is the strong
interpenetration of its subdivision, provided by the current High-Technology trend to explore
the synergy of several smart properties of material having the different physical nature.
Multiferroics (see figure) is the emergent family of materials in which the ferroelectrics,
magnetic and elastic order parameters are coupled together that permits e.g. to create the
new memory-storage elements in which the reading and writing cycles are provided by
separated magnetic and electric circuits.



Historically there was certain delay with study of multiferroic materials, since, during long
time, the researchers thought that magnetic and electric properties are provided by the
different (odd and even) number of electrons in the ion’s outer electron shell and therefore
are mutually exclusive. Discovery of simultaneous appearance of magnetism and
ferroelectricity in BiFeO3 in the beginning of 2000s drastically changed the situation and
leaded in the explosive growth of publication in this area, unifying the physists, material
experts, and industry researchers (see Fig.) working both in magnetism and ferroelectricity
fields.

Exploration of multiferroic materials is closely related with roadmap of future
nanoelectronics to make it 3-dimensional. Fabrication of 3D multiferroic nanodevices and
engineering of memory-storage multiferroic nano-domains attracts the special interests of
study of multifunctional materials.

Special emphasis in the workshop will be given to discussions of advances in exploration
of nanoscopic domains that is the characteristic feature of ferroic materials.

• Objective

The objective of this Workshop is to bring together the world ' s leading experts, both
from Universities and industry, working on problems of multiferroics and related materials
(Ferroelectrics, Ferromagnets, Relaxors, Ferroelastics, etc) and their application in HT
industry to ensure the dissemination of their knowledge and innovative ideas ranging
from fundamental to applied areas of Physics of Multifunctional Materials.



By its nature, the subject "multiferroics" unifies the field of ferroelectricity and
magnetism, that traditionally were the subject of research of different groups. Therefore the
workshop will encourage inter-domain collaboration, and to share experience of these
different research fields with one another. In this way, we intend to foster the exchange of
ideas and methods, to highlight the apparent and the hidden similarities of different ferroic
systems and approaches, and to stimulate new and fruitful cooperation across subject
frontiers, and between experimental and theoretical groups.

• The range of topics includes

- Ceramics and thin films processing,
- Nanoscale Multiferroics and 3D geometries
- Domains, vortices, skyrmions in multiferroics
- Synergy of Multifunctional proprties
- Theory and ab initio modelling
- Applications, ferroics-based nonvolatile memories,
- Tunnelling Microscopy and visualization of multiferroics structures

- Multiferroics for Spintronics

Why the time is ripe for the event

International Impact
Multiferroics and related multifunctional materials, rarely form the subject of the special

workshop, but are mostly considered at the conferences specialized on the given concrete
property of materials. The originality of the Workshop is in its multidisciplinary character,
which is the key point that permits to participants to overview the global situation in
multifunctional materials and stimulate their research in the most promising and realistic
direction. Workshop will help to the Academic researchers to find the contacts with
Industrial colleagues and to the Applied researchers to recognize the basic emergent ideas
of the fundamental research trend.

Impact for Brazil
Research in ferroelectric, ferroelastic and magnetic materials is the traditional subject of

Brazilan science. Important contribution to it was brought by Sergio Porto who in 70s
moved from Bell Labs to Campinas and installed the world-known school of Raman
scattering in solids. Since that, ferroelectric research groups appeared in Sao Carlos, Belo
Horizonto and Fortaleza.

In 2005 Brazil acquired the 11th International Meeting on Ferroelectrics (Foz do Iguacu,
chairman - prof. José Antonio Eiras) - the most recognized conference in the world on this
subject. In 2007 during the VI Brazilian MRS Meeting the Symposium "Multiferoic Materials"
was organized as the first national action to "identify" and bring together researchers from
different areas (physics, chemistry and materials science) (Natal, Chairmen Prof. José
Antonio Eiras and Prof. Roberto Luiz Moreira).

Sounding of the research tendencies in Brazil during the last SBF-2010 meeting
demonstrated the increasing interest in multifferroics (materials preparation,
characterization, simulation,...), especially by young students, which will follows in this area
probably. The difference, compared with the last years, is that the magnetic community is
increasing the activities in the area.

Therefore the workshop on Multiferroics will bring the consecutive and valuable
contribution to this research area. It will amplify the interest to the rapidly growing study of
Multiferroic materials, brings the ideas about application of multifunctional nano-
technologies in HT industry, increase the Brazilian participation in international research



networks and make the Brazilan research in this area more known to international
community. Poster session(s) will allow the young scientists to present their work before the
highest international level audience. Friendly and informal atmosphere of the event will
facilitate common exchanges of ideas.

In addition we suppose to organize the 1-day Sergio Porto minisimposium where
the ex-students and collaborators of Porto from Brazil and from abroad (J. Scott, R.
Katiyar, A. Chaves, Josué Mendes Filho,...) will meet and discuss the impact of his
work to the international science.

Proposed Invited speakers (*=confirmed)

INTERNATIONAL

James Scott*, (UK, Cambridge) (porto Symp) Ferroelectric Random Acess
Memories
Carlos Araujo* (US) (porto Symp) Quantum Transport in Transition Metal Oxide
Memories Free From Electroforming via d-orbital Charge Compensation
Orlando Auciello* (US, Argonne National Lab.) Energy Harvesting, Ferroelectric
Photovoltaics
Marty Gregg* (UK, Belfast University) 3D FRAM: decreasing size and increasing
morphological complexity in ferroelectric systems leader in nano-ferroelectric devices
Issues
Ram Katiyar* (porto Symp) (Puerto Rico)

Ivan Naumov* (Hewlett-Packard labs, US) ab-initio modeling of multiferroics
nanostructures
Alex Bratkovsky* (Hewlett-Packard labs, US) Problem of critical thickness in
ferroelectric nanostructures
Matthias Wuttig* (RWTH-Aachen, Germany) Phase Change Memories

Sergei Kalinin*, (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, US) Tunelling Microscopy and
visualization of multiferroics structures
Jean-Marc Triscone (Geneve, Swiss) Ferroelectric thin films and superlattices
Gustau Catalan* (Barcelona, Spain). Multiferroics, nanostructures

Alex Gruverman* (Nebraska, US ) Vortices and Skyrmions, experiment
Agnes Barthelemy, (Univ. Paris-Sud, Orsay and THALES) Multiferroic control of
Spintronic Devices
Andrei Kholkin, (Univ. Aveiro, Portugal) STM Imaging of domains
Ricardo Jimenes (Spain) Multiferroics.
Ricardo Lobo* (CNRS, ESPCI France) Multiferroics
Luiz Fuentes (Mexico)
T. Kimura (Osaka Univ.) manganites and BiFeO3;
Prof. Soichiro Okamura (Tokyo Univ.), an expert on BiFeO3. (Note that there are other S.
Okamura's in Japan.)

BRAZIL

José Antonio Eiras Brazil, DF/UFSCar
Adilson J. A. de Oliveira Brazil, DF/UFSCar magnetics, multiferroics

Alaor Chaves Brazil, DF/UFMG (porto Symp)



Antonio Sérgio B. Sombra Brazil, DF/UFC
Dante Homero Mosca Brazil, DF/UFPr spintronics
Elisa Saitovitch Brazil, CBPF magnetics,
Frederico Borges de Brito Brazil, UFPE comput
Ivair Aparecido dos Santos Brazil, DF / UEM-PR
João Paulo Sinnecker Brazil, CBPF multiferroics
Jose Carlos Egues de Menezes Brazil, IFSC/USP-São Carlos spintronics
José Cláudio Galzerani Brazil,DF/UFSCar (porto Symp) raman
Josué Mendes Filho Brazil, DF/UFC (porto Symp)
Luiz Davidovich Brazil, IF/UFRJ quantum optics
Manuel Henrique Lente Brazil, DCT/UNIFESP-SJC multiferroics
Paulo Sérgio Pizani Brazil, DF/UFSCar (porto Symp) raman
Paulo de Tarso C. Freire Brazil, DF/UFC (porto Symp) raman, multi

Roberto Luiz Moreira Brazil, DF/UFMG ferroelectrics
Alexandro Ayala

+ we shall ask Brazilian participants to bring the students

Support of members of the local and international academic community

The proposed Multiferroics meeting was suggested by participants of the
multidisciplinary workshop "Physics of Computer Technologies" that was held in IIP-
Natal in March 2010 and organized by the authors of the current project.

Support letters from the following leading researches are given in the appendix.

- Prof. Roberto Luiz Moreira
Physics Department, Federal University of Minas Gerais, Brazil,
one of the leading researchers in ferroelectrics and multiferroics in Brazil

- Prof. Antonio Sergio Bezerra Sombra
Head of Laboratory of Telecommunications and Material Sciences, and Ingeneering,
Federal University of Ceara

- Prof. James SCOTT
Kavendish Laboratory, Cambridge, Fellow of the Royal Society,
Recognized as the top scientist in the area and inventor of Ferroelectric Memory

- Dr. Ricardo Lobo (CNRS, ESPCI France), senior researcher

mailto:sombra@ufc.br






To Whom it May Concern: 

It is a pleasure to provide this letter of support for the Multiferroics -Magnetoelectrics Conference 
proposed for Natal in 2012 under the directorship of Profs. Eiras and Luk'yanchuk. 

This proposal is extremely timely. At present we are witnessing a blossoming of research in this area 
in universities, industrial laboratories, and government centers throughout the world. Indeed, 
nothing in phyics has been quite so popular since high-Tc superconductivity. For example, there have 
been more than 1000 publications on BiFeO3 alone since 2005, including the most prestigious 
journals Nature, Science, and Physical Review Letters. 

Therefore the probable audience will include representatives from leading government-funded 
facilities (Argonne, NASA, and Oak Ridge in the USA, Grenoble and Thales in France, and equivalent 
institutes in Japan and China and Korea), from leading universities world-wide, and from 
microelectronics industries (Samsung, Fujitsu, IBM, TI, Motorola, etc.). This is one of few topics that 
can attract a good mix of university, industry, and government participants -- because its technology 
transfer potential is apt to be large and quick. 

I do not suggest any important changes in the program, except to note that S W Cheong at Rutgers 
has done some innovative work on THz emission in these materials, and F D Morrison has discovered 
(still unpublished but submitted to Nature) a strong room temperature ferromagnet of the 
ferroelectric tungsten bronze family -- thus broadening the scope from perovskites. 

The present choice of directors is quite good. Prof. Igor Luk'yanchuk is well known throughout 
Europe and the USA and has organized many collaborations and international funded programs in 
the recent past (e.g., EU funded and UK-France binationally funded); Prof Eiras has run large 
successful conferences and is broadly expert in ferroelectrics (optics, dielectric properties, etc.). 

I would suggest that the two best additions from Japan are: 

 

Prof. T. Kimura (Osaka Univ.), known for his work on manganites and on BiFeO3; and Prof. Soichiro 
Okamura (Tokyo Univ.), an expert on BiFeO3. (Note that there are other S. Okamura's in Japan.) 

 

With my full support, 

Prof. James F. Scott, FRS 

Director of Research 

Department of Physics 

Cavendish Laboratory 

Cambridge University 

Cambridge, UK 



Paris, July 6th, 2010

Ricardo Lobo
LPEM, CNRS, ESPCI ParisTech
10 rue Vauquelin
F-75231 Paris Cedex 5, France
Phone: +33 1 40 79 44 85 email: lobo@espci.fr
FAX: +33 1 40 79 47 44 www.lpem.espci.fr/ocg

International Institute for Physics
Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Norte
Natal, RN, Brazil.

Dear Madam, Sir,
I  learned  from Profs.  Eiras  and  Luckyanchuk  about  their  proposal  for  an  international 

workshop  on  Multiferroic  and  Multifunctional  Materials that  they  intend  to  organize  at  your 
Institute in 2012.

Multiferroic and multifunctional materials are currently an extremely hot topic in solid state 
physics,  chemistry  and  materials  science.  These  materials  show  both  a  fascinating  field  for 
fundamental  research  and  an  enormous  near-future  potential  for  cutting-edge  applications.  The 
fundamental description of the coupling between magnetic and electric orders is very challenging 
and has been pushing the boundaries of the current state-of-the-art  experimental and theoretical 
tools. Possible killer applications include 4-bit memory and magneto-electric information storage. 
Multiferroics also bring fantastic possibilities in the conception of new materials either as novel 
compounds or artificial heterostrucutures.

I  have  been  working  for  the  past  three  years  on  the  subject  and  I  have  an  on-going 
international  cooperation  grant  between  the  CNRS and  Universidade  Federal  de  Minas  Gerais 
(PICS 4905).

I  strongly and warmly support  and endorse their  proposal.  It  is  very timely and it  will 
represent a boost to this field in several Brazilian institutes that have a long standing tradition in 
ceramics,  ferroelectrics  and  magnetism  (São  Carlos,  Belo  Horizonte,  Campinas,  Recife,  Porto 
Alegre, amongst others).

Yours sincerely,
Ricardo Lobo
Physicist – CNRS

http://www.lpem.espci.fr/ocg
mailto:lobo@espci.fr

